
4-21-14-2 2:15 Testing for other minerals.
Over decades knowing what deficiencies and imbalances

Will take care of most problems and deficiencies.
In my opinion it's a fail safe.

Magnesium RBC test is because people are on so many
drugs and lose so much of their magnesium.

3:59 Specifics on Sovereign Silver.

4:50
The website is probably going up this week, so the products
should be available to ship by next Monday.

Lost job and I couldn't continue.

It's over a year old. Is it still good? Yes.
It's a good sign that you stored something in the past for the
future.
You made the decision to go back on the Drops, and you had

of.
What's on the labyrinth of your mind?
Using Lily of the Desert and MMS on basal cell.
It's getting smaller and drying up.
Are the Lily of the Desert and MMS compatible with the

Do this at different times.
Why don't you listen to yourself entirely because you are
very intuitive.
I have some fear about basal cell and don't feel so intuitive
about me.
You need to create some sort of detachment; give the little
creature on your head some sort of a name and ask it what 
it's trying to tell you.
You don't want to call it cancer.
At this point I tell people to go to my friend Dr. David Holt
for Total Biology.
There seems to be something to explore about being
distraught.
Use your common sense on how you use different things.
With the fear, say, “I am going to make a decision for this to
be gone, and it will be gone.”

14:46 Can yeast detox present with cold allergy like symptoms.

Program for a month now, after a 4 month hiatus.

there are, I formulated the ReLyte to take care of that.

ReLyte is a fool proof multi-mineral.

Natural Immunogenics makes this.
You can look at Resources on http://drcarolyndean.com
Want to get back on the RnA Drops and the ReNew

Started taking RnA Drops about a year ago.

I found a full bottle of RnA Drops in the back of the frig.

a long session with iON on PayDay. Everything is taken care

ReNew and RnA Drops.

I'm having that now after being back on the Completement

http://drcarolyndean.com/


Can I be detoxing yeast because I haven't ever had these

rejecting sugar. I wonder if our bodies think the sugar is
effecting us.
Can be detoxing itself. 
The reason why people keep having symptoms is layers
of detox or can't get our mind around the fact that we are
improving.
Body can be alerting you to something, too.
Cold and allergy symptoms can be from separation.
Not able to express yourself, as well.
Figure out the message where the body is downloading
symptoms to try to get a conflict out of a person's mind.
$1.6 trillion involved in the economy of physicians treating 
patients.
We're in a money making system all around, and we aren't
looking at why people get sick.
This what the body allows to clean up our conflicts.

19:44
Watching unwinding of the mind.

Taking out of abstract space that literacy gave to you.
It's back to monitoring your autonomic functions.
The abstracted mind never answers or comes to a decision.
Your mind is blind, deaf, and mute. It shouldn't be saying
anything.
Create entertainment with your mind.
Do not take it seriously.
The mind is supposed to monitor your autonomic nervous
system.
We don't have to worry about breathing, etc.
Asking questions. Getting other people to be the arbiter
of what we should do with our bodies.
People are asking another person so they don't take
responsibility for what they do.
Their mind is asking questions. Our minds are responding.

23:33 Started reading the book and feel tired but excited.
My wife and I are candidates for all of this.
We got our Magnesium RBC tests.
She is at 5.4; I'm at 5.6.
I expected it to be lower than that.
We both are diabetic.
She has debilitating leg cramps.

Cramps are backing off.
We each had 1 ½ oz of dark chocolate very day before the
test. Could this effect the test?

symptoms on RnA Drops.
RnA Drops are a super sugar. Our bodies are used to

How do RnA Drops sort out the labyrinth of the mind?

Mind should monitor autonomics.

Got magnesium spray and am taking epsom salts baths.



I've noticed the laxative effect when I OD on my raw cocoa
desserts.

will help you with this.
Proof of the pudding is that the symptoms go away.
You'll be helping your whole blood sugar balance.
We are Type 2s, and we are in our mid 60s.
Definitely obese but we have started on an eating program.
We've been on this 7 weeks, and I've lost 15 lbs.
Go to the gym about 3 days a week.
Doing something – a moderate change – consistently.
Magnesium the weight loss cure blog.
Dr. Oz – Miracle Mineral for Weight Loss – Magnesium
Hearing loss 2 years ago. Doctor says it's old age.
I think it's calcification and look forward to hearing again.

31:20 Which test do you recommend to find out what minerals
we are deficient in.
I like the Magnesium RBC test, since that is the mineral
we are most deficient in.
I am not convinced on the accuracy of hair analysis or
blood tests.

symptoms as they disappear.
32:42

3-5 days in the refrigerator? Or, should I mix it just before I 
drink it before or with meals?
Minerals are not going to dissipate.

the magnesium can dissipate. 
33:40 I had another consult with the wife of the gentleman who

bottle and sipping it during the day.
When you space it out, you allow it to get into your cells in
a much more efficient way.

35:45 If you count up all the money you spend on supplements,
if you just do Dr. Carolyn's products, you will save money.

Our products actually work.
36:36 New clients that give a list of 30-40 supplements. You

wouldn't be talking to me if they were working for you.
People take supplements out of fear, out of hope, out of
faith instead of them working.

37:08
twice a week.

I wanted to know about that.

We want to keep you in the good ball park, and ReMag

I think RBC Magnesium, take ReLyte, and monitor the 

Can I mix ReMag and ReLyte with cranberry juice and keep it

I don't like people to put ReMag in hot things because

went off IV magnesium and did ReMag.
His best results are putting all his ReMag/ReLyte in water

I like the bioavailability factor.

Was prescribed 50,000 iu of Vit D2

I'm just about to order ReMag.



When it's low in the blood, there's a reason for it to look
low.
It usually is low in the blood because we have to much
calcium and not enough magnesium.
To say it's low in the blood and therefore we have to take
a lot of it is inappropriate.

This can really stretch your magnesium stores and cause
more magnesium deficiency symptoms.
In my experience it's not safe to take such high doses of

I'd still recommend something like Blue Ice Royal that has

of those three that put calcium into the bones and give
the body what it requires of fat soluble vitamins.

44:04
into a shot glass and shoot it and chase it with more water?
Sure. Bob takes I straight, shakes himself, and moves on.
I take min in 5-6 oz of water three times a day.

44:48 I have tonsil stones which were found on a CT Scan.

might be an alternative to surgery.

I'd be spraying magnesium on my throat.
Magnesium dissolves kidney stones, so it should do tonsil
stones.
Grown by Nature B6.

46:48 Should I be taking organic sulfur with the Complement
Products?

based amino acids. That's how we do the sulfur.
We don't do external sulfur, MSM, or sulfur products.
Some people have blocked sulfur pathways. If you do the
amino acids, the body will break them down to get the 
sulfur if it requires it.

49:05 Started taking all four of the products.

Have you read any of my blogs where I talk about Vit D.
I read where you aren't supposed to take Vit D without
magensium.
Vit D is a hormone not a vitamin.
Allopathic medicine doesn't know about Vit D

50,000 iu is very high. Vit D2 is synthetic.
Even Vit D from the sun needs magnesium to turn it from
storage into usable Vit D.

Vit D.

natural fermented Vit D, Vit A, and Vit K2. It's the combination

Vit D doesn't even stay with the body in that form.
Much more to Vit D and popping a pill.
RDA for Vit D is 400 iu
It is okay to put the required amount of ReMag and ReLyte

I was wondering if gargling with ReMag and RnA Drops

I'd be gargling with ReMag/ReLyte.
I'd be doing epsom salt baths and foot baths.

We have sulfur in our ReAline formula. It has a sulfur



Always complained about hands hurting and arthritis.
Everything she was doing at FedEx was causing her pain.
Doesn't need to take 8 ibuprofen a day any more.
She's rather than not take the ibuprofen.
She's a tiny 5'2”. Her body was very thirsty for all these
products.

51:25 I had forgotten all week to take my minerals.
My body hurts so bad. In the middle of my femur bone
could touch the pain.

In an hour she had no more pain.
52:40

about The Magnesium Miracle.
The caption on one is “Mind Blowing.”
It's a wonderful review. I encourage people to go on there
if they read the book and write a review.
The reviews or the number of reviews encourage people
to read the book.
The review said she appreciated the update, adding to
our knowledge.

55:30
Trina sent out lots of products to people who needed it
during the transition.
We want to thank her for supporting Dr. Carolyn and the
people who needed products.

She got up and took the maintenance doses of ReMag/ReLyte.

On amazon.com people are putting their testimonials

The Magnesium Miracle Fan Page is on Facebook
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